INTRODUCTION
Welcome to our first edition of St Martin’s Home Learning Bulletin. This bulletin,
Simply the Best! is a showcase of students learning and a celebration of their
maturity and continued determination to focus on their education. The staff
have had to quickly adapt to a new way of teaching and students, to a new way
of learning. Many students are working online or from learning packs that were
distributed before school closure.
The bulletin brings together a small example of excellent learning for all to see
and celebrate. We wanted to take this opportunity to share with all members of
our school community how proud we are of our students’ learning.
During school closure we will be producing regular bulletins. So students, if an
example of your learning is not in this first edition, there will be plenty more
opportunities for you to contribute.
We hope you enjoy reading this first edition and we look forward to sharing
more with you soon.
“The motto of the school Caritate et Disciplina -With Love and Learning, is driven
by all staff in a common endeavour to improve pupils’ life chances” (Ofsted). We
are witnessing this commitment first hand as we all pull together during these
unprecedented times.

Beverley Stanislaus
Headteacher
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ART
Choose a famous person or celebrity and complete a portrait in the Pop Art ‘style’ or Andy Warhol’s work –
using bright colors and shapes.

Nia and Naa Year 7

Working from an object of your choosing (choose an object which is interesting and has different
shapes & forms), complete a line observational drawing using a chosen mark making/line style
from the examples given.
Oluwatunmise and Ashraah Year 8
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Using a mirror to work from, complete a line self portrait using a chosen mark making/line style from the
examples given.
Firdaws and Paisley Year 9

BUSINESS STUDIES
Janna Year 10
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
Abigail Year 10
Data Representation Worksheet 1 Binary systems
Unit 8 Data representation
Task 1a
For each of the binary values below, write down the decimal equivalent. Use the grid below to
help you.
1)
2)
3)
4)

1101
1111
00100110
10110111

=13
=15
=38
=183

128

64

32

16

0
1

0
0

1
1

0
1

8
1
1
0
0

4
1
1
1
1

2
0
1
1
1

1
1
1
0
1

Task 1b
For each of the decimal values below, write down the binary equivalent.
1)
18
=10010
2)
57
=111001
3)
163
=10100011
4)
255
=11111111
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ENGLISH
Nurell Year 8

MANDARIN
Nasima Year 7
Translation. Please translate the following sentences into English.
Type your translation under each question.
1.1 Xiǎomāo zài nǎr?
Where is the small cat? Correct
1.2 Xiǎogǒu zài yǐzi xiàmiàn.
The puppy is under the chair. Correct
1.3 Nǐ zài nǎr gōngzuò?
Where do you work? Correct
1.4 Wǒ érzi shì yīshēng.
Where does your son work? This is a sentence not a question, it should be ‘my son is a doctor.’
1.5 Wǒ māma zài yīyuàn gōngzuò.
My mum works in a hospital. Correct
1.6 Wǒ bù gōngzuò ，wǒ shì xuésheng.
I do not work, I am a student. Correct
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1.7 Wǒ bàba jīntiān bú zài jiā.
My father is now going goodbye. Wrong. My father is not at home today.
1.8 Wǒ péngyǒu zài xué xiào.
My friend comes to school. Wrong, there isn’t a ‘after’ in this sentence, please try again. My
friend is in school.
1.9 Wǒ de bēiz zài nǎr?
I can see over there? Wrong, there isn’t a ‘what’ in this question, it’s another interrogative
word. Where is my cup?
1.10 Wǒ zài xuéxiào kàn shū.
I am at school and carry a reading book. I am reading a book at school.

MATHEMATICS
Almudena Year 8
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MUSIC
Rihanna Year 7
1. Complete the missing letters of the italian terms for speed
PRESTO
ALLEGRETTO
MODERATO
ANDANTE
ALLEGRO
PRESTISSIMO
2. Write out the music on the sheet. Complete the task. Take a picture and place it here

3. Put the italian tempo in order from fast to slow
Prestissimo, Presto, Vivace, Allegro, Allegretto, Moderato, Adagietto, Adagio, Largo, Lento
4. Match the letter to the full italian word and the meaning
f=Forte=loud
p=Piano=soft
pp=Pianissimo=very soft
<=Crescendo=gradually getting louder
ff=Fortissimo=very loud
mf=Mezzo Forte=moderately loud
>=Diminuendo/Decrescendo=gradually getting softer
mp=Mezzo Piano=moderately soft
5. Complete the answers below.
a. FORTE f
b. PIANISSIMO pp
c. FORTISSIMO ff
d. MEZZO PIANO mp
e. CRESCENDO <
f. MEZZO FORTE mf
g. FORTISSIMO ff
h. FORTISSIMO ff
i. MEZZO PIANO mp
j. CRESCENDO <
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P.E.
Mojisola Year 7
Calm Zone - Crystal Ball
Instructions
Imagine 3 months from now.
● Draw or write what could look different, what challenges you will have faced and what
positive changes you want to make
● Try to focus on things that seem possible to achieve like feeling more confident about an
exam, starting a new hobby or making a new friend.
● If it's hard to think that far ahead, you could start by imagining next week or next month.
This activity has been taken from the Childline website to be used as a way of keeping calm and
relaxed during this time away from school. It is important to keep our mind healthy just like our
bodies. Reference link: https://www.childline.org.uk/toolbox/calm-zone/
Assignment
I will become confident in myself three months from now and I will be bold and do better in class. I
will learn to encourage my classmates and have a positive impact on people by becoming a good
example.

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Namuun Year 8
Create a booklet all about the work of charities, in the style of a report, a magazine, or an ebook.
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SCIENCE
Apeksha Year 10 and Mariana Year 9
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WHY ARE PEOPLE PUTTING RAINBOW PICTURES IN THEIR WINDOWS?
Rainbow pictures have been placed in windows to cheer up the passers-by.
They are to offer a message of hope to the public during the current coronavirus pandemic lockdown.
Thank you Kimera in Year 7 for sending St Martin’s your rainbow and words of hope. Even when we are not
in school our students live by our values of service, compassion, justice and perseverance, this is an
example of our values in action.

What a lovely way to end our first issue of St Martin's Home Learning - Simply the Best!
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